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f§ewrence Wollersheim ' '"' Q
121 High Street
Golden, CO 80403

Via Fax (303)652-2945

Re: FACT

Dear Lawrence: e

Happy Independence Day!

Initially I see my day-to-day involvement with Fact (which
for a certain time I imagine will be mainly BBS activities) as
minimal. I say this for two reasons: 1. I cannot logistically
nor logically remove myself at this time from Ford's law office
or even add a few minutes of daily time outside the office; 2.
when I do move on from the law office being my maintime daily
duty in life it is my desire to pursue in a concentrated fashion
some of my projects which only I can pursue.

We may never have talked about these projects, but they are
dear to my heart and I think socially vital, timely and overdue.
One of these projects, the Organization of United Renunciants,
aligns, in fact, with FACT because it addresses and_attempts to
resolve the psychologically coercive use and destructive effect
of money; and money certainly plays a big part in coercion in
most of its forms. OUR Program will at some point bring me into
direct conflict with those who would want the present economic
system to continue (which it is generally agreed are those who
control and benefit extravagantly from it); although being in
direct conflict with such people is not new to either of us. I
mention this in addition to the fact of OUR existence in case you
did not want that potential degree of political confrontation
that close to you. __

I have felt for some time that I will be given wordly fame
first of all for being given the formula for the Unified Field (I
hope that this is as funny for you as for me). I think that the
Scientology conflict will be put in perspective by the formula,
which cannot be separated from the other aspects of my life with
their own literary and societal significance. In the hard
literature realm, as I mentioned a couple of weeks back, I have
registered a treatment of my Scientology experiences for motion
picture purposes. I will now forward with a synopsis of the
later years to possible producers. This project, I think, will
be where many of my hours in the next couple of years will go,
and will bring me into direct conflict with the Scientology
organization on its beachhead in Hollywood.

Not finally, because I have projects stacked up for several
lifetimes, but excitedly at least, there's the Runners Against
Trash. Since you've so kindly included me in your projects, I'd
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like to offer you the Golden Franchise. All the trash you can
carry, your own RAT Bag R , fab flexibility, and what a way to
meet babes. By mid-1994 the RATs should have the US white-gloved
and be ready to take

Well, anyway, I
time.

Which brings
Vaughn Young. If
reason to believe he
perfect person to be

us
he

on Africa. -

have other causes calling out to me for my -

to a what may be a golden opportunity:
is not an org operative (and I have no
is, other than the fact that he would be the
an org operative if he were one) he may be

the perfect person to work with you on the BBS in all of its
aspects and applications.

Vaughn and Stacy have been out since 1989. They were both
in the GO in PR and then worked on PR, publications, etc. Vaughn
took over from me as the LRH Archivist after I left in December
1981, and in fact testified against me at my trial in 1984. He's
computer literate, a top researcher, excellent writer, and wants

3, to make a statement in his line of work; which happens to be your
line of work. He has set up a BBS already, has time, works fast
and_is_loeking for work to work fast at.

I think that with a very few safeguards it could be a
tremendous opportunity for Vaughn and for you and FACT. One of
the safeguards is a briefing secrecy agreement, another is an
employment agreement, and another is the bottom—line power
resting in FACT's directors.

And that brings us to my foreseeable involvement. I believe
the idea and_the plan are courageous, creative and worthy, and I
am glad to be able to play a role in FACT, no matter what that
role is. I see that role for now being strategy, planning and
consultation. I do not see me beinglon.a payroll or being paid
for what I can do to help at this time. Therefore I don't see
being a signatory on a bank account as necessary or worth the
paperwork. It's already a fact that FACT will collect my
signature on documents considerably more valuable than checks,
and my guess is you'd not want a signatory so geographically
disjointed. I will certainly, for now at least. sign any checks
made payable to me. for practically any figure, and if you think
it's sensible right now for me to sign checks made payble to
other people, I'll listen to your argument. But my areas of
possibly useful expertise - research, logic, intuition, wisdom —
I will give whenever they're asked for.

Here are Vaughn‘s data:

P.O. BOX 233
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Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

713 Marguerite
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

(714)640-7151 .
BBS (714)640-1391 (lv msg for "TBA")

2 Regarding the Articles, By-Laws, Minutes, etc. I want to
talk to Ford and another person and I hope to complete the
meetings and my preparation of what I can answer and what
questions I have by 7/6/93, at which time I will call you and we 2
can discuss where we're at and the next step. I understand
you're waiting on my signature and further involvement, and I
have the firm intention of giving you my signature and being
further involved and supporting your project, FACT.

With the best of good cheer, 9/D-r’/II’’  

Gerry Armstrong
_ -_ 715 Sir_Francis Drake Blvd._, _ __ _ _

San Anselmo, CA 94960

(415)456-8450

Hub Law (416)266-0360
rex 456-5313
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